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ABSTRACT
Big Data computing provides a promising new opportunity for scientific discoveries and innovations. However, it
also poses a significant challenge to the high-end computing
community. An effective I/O solution is urgently required
to support big data applications run on high-end computing systems. In this study, we propose a new approach
namely DDiHA, Data Deduplication in Hybrid Architecture, to improve the write performance for write-intensive
big data applications. The DDiHA approach utilizes data
deduplications to reduce the size of data volumes before
they are transfered and written to the storage. A hybrid
architecture is introduced to facilitate data deduplications.
Both theoretical study and prototyping verification were
conducted to evaluate the DDiHA approach. The initial results have shown that, given the same compute resources,
the DDiHA system outperformed the conventional architecture, even though it introduces additional computation
workload from data deduplications. The DDiHA approach
reduces the data size transferred across the network and
improves the I/O system performance. It has a promising
potential for write-intensive big data applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.4.3 [Input/Output and Data communications]: Parallel I/O
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Design
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Big data computing has attracted intensive attention in
recent years with offering new opportunities for scientific
discoveries and innovations. Through the analysis of large
volumes of data, scientists can gain new insights more effectively. However, the big data application also poses a significant challenge on I/O systems for the high-end computing
(HEC) community due to the large data volume. In order for scientists to understand and gain insights from large
volumes of data, simulation/analysis applications need to
store/retrieve data to/from storage systems efficiently. Prior
research and findings have confirmed that I/O has become
the performance bottleneck due to the limited bandwidth
between storage nodes and compute nodes.
Numerous approaches, such as data sieving [17], collective I/O [17, 19], active disk [1, 13], and active storage [2, 18],
were proposed to mitigate the I/O bottleneck issue. However, most of them were only proposed either for computeintensive applications where I/O does not dominate the execution time, or for read operations, which is only helpful
for read-intensive applications. Motivated by the need of
improving write performance, the objective of this study is
to investigate an effective method to reduce the bandwidth
consumption of writes for big data applications. We propose
a compute-side data deduplication method associated with a
hybrid HEC architecture to explore the potential of reducing the data size before data is written to the storage nodes.
The new approach uses the same computing and memory resources, but with different configurations, to accelerate the
execution of write-intensive big data applications. We evaluated our approach both through theoretical modelling and
prototyping. The initial results show that the new approach
outperforms existing architecture with the same computing
resources. It can improve the write performance and reduce
bandwidth consumption for big data applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the motivation of this paper. Section III presents
the proposed Data Deduplication in a Hybrid Architecture
and discuss its design and implementation. Section IV presents
theoretical analysis. Experimental and analytical results are
presented in Section V. Then, related work is briefly discussed in section VI. And section VII concludes this study
and discusses future work.

2.

MOTIVATION

In this section, we present the motivation for this work
with respect to the requirements of big data applications,
like GTC [11], and the limitations of existing I/O systems.

GTC Fusion Modeling Code

The Gyrokinetic Toroidal Code (GTC) [11] is a 3-Dimensional
Particle-In-Cell code. It was developed to study microturbulence in magnetic confinement fusion based on first
principles plasma theory. In each run, it will output particle
data that consists of two 2D arrays for electrons and ions, respectively. These two arrays are distributed among all cores,
as particles can move across cores in a random manner as
the simulation evolves. In a production run at the scale of
16,384 cores, each core can output roughly two million particles per 120 seconds, resulting in 260GB of particle data
per output (130MB per node) [20]. However, the average
I/O throughput of its running platform, Jaguar (now Titan) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, is around 4.7MB/s
per node [6]. This difference presents a gap between the
application’s requirement and system capability. With the
requirement of more precise scientific discoveries, this gap
tend to be even larger. Unfortunately, the current HEC I/O
system does not seem to have a cost-effective and feasible
hardware solution to address this gap effectively. In this
paper, we present and evaluate a software solution with a
hybrid architecture to mitigate this issue.
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Figure 1: Decoupled High-End Computing System
Architecture

movement and improve the write performance for writeintensive applications. The DDiHA reduces the data size
using deduplication algorithm and does not change data contents, which can be a critical performance enhancement for
write-intensive big data applications.
2.2 Decoupled Execution Paradigm
One concern about the DDiHA is the possible degradation
The DDiHA is designed based on our previous work-the
of read performance due to highly compressed data. Fortudecoupled execution paradigm for high-end computing (DEP) [3], nately, this problem can be resolved by using storage-side
which is shown in Figure 1. The DEP decouples the nodes of
data nodes to recover the data before it is actually written
conventional investment into data processing (data) nodes
to disks. We are conducting the evaluation of recovering
and compute nodes. Compute-side data nodes are expected
work and will report in a further study. In this paper, the
to run data processing code to reduce the size of compute
main focus is on evaluating the potential of using data dedugenerated data before sending it to storage nodes. Storageplication to improve the write performance.
side data nodes reduce the size of data retrieved from storage
before sending it to compute-side data nodes.
3. PROTOTYPING DESIGN
In this study, we look into the DEP architecture in more
detail and explore how to use the compute-side nodes to
In this section, we present the prototyping design of the
improve the write performance. We further address three
DDiHA approach. We firstly introduce the overview of our
questions for the DEP architecture: 1) does the DEP archisystem and then describe the design of each core component.
tecture (especially compute-side data nodes) benefit for sys3.1 Overview of System Architecture
tem performance improvement? 2) how data nodes should
be configured if there is performance gain? and 3) what
Figure 2 presents an overview of the DDiHA system. The
kinds of operations can be run at data nodes to improve the
entire resource is decoupled into two parts: compute nodes
applications performance? We build a model to study its
and data nodes. Most of nodes are configured as compute
potential performance gain by comparing it with the connodes that are deployed with MPI runtime and dedicated
ventional architecture. The results from theoretical analysis
for running scientific applications. A small ratio of nodes
show that using data deduplication to reduce the data size
are configured as data processing nodes. These data nodes
of write operations is effective in improving the application
are connected to the compute nodes vis high speed network,
performance.
and are deployed with a global address space library, such
as the GASnet [9], to support a shared data deduplication
2.3 Data Deduplication
approach. This configuration presents a hybrid architecture
that leverages their benefits. Each data node specifically
Data deduplication is widely used in backup storage sysserves a number of assigned compute nodes, and is equipped
tems to save the storage space, and has achieved impressive
with one local Solid State Drive (SSD) to store the fingerperformance both in compression ratio and throughput [21].
print table when the memory is full. These SSDs are orgaIt eliminates the duplicated copies of repeating data using
nized with a parallel file system to provide the data nodes
a signature representation. The current data deduplicaa synthetic view of the fingerprint table. The data genertion algorithms have achieved 20:1 compression ratio, and
ated by simulating applications will be first transferred to
100MB/s single-stream throughput [21]. Identical Segment
assigned data node through Streaming Data API (SD API).
Deduplication [12, 21] is the most widely used deduplication
Then, the data node conducts the data deduplication opmethod. It breaks a data file or stream into contiguous
eration on the data stream. The deduplicated data will be
segments and utilizes the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) to
written to the storage through a parallel file system API (FS
calculate a fingerprint for each segment. The segments with
API).
the same fingerprint will then be deduplicated.
To ensure the easy use of DDiHA with minimal changes of
In this paper, we study a DDiHA approach that utilizes
the scientific application codes, we propose to enhance the
the data deduplication at compute side to reduce the data
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Figure 2: Data Deduplication in Hybrid Architecture
MPI-IO library to support SD API, which is motivated from
the PVFS2 API design. With the enhanced MPI-IO library,
there is nearly no code changes for scientific applications, as
illustrated in the next subsection.

3.2

DDiHA Runtime and SD API

The DDiHA runtime is designed as simple service process
that runs at each data nodes. It listens to the I/O requests
from compute nodes, and invokes data deduplication process when the data arrives. The applications can “write“
raw simulation data to the data nodes through designed SD
API. In current prototype, we provide two APIs, including
SD Open and SD Write, for applications to open a file and
call the deduplication service to deduplicate and write data.
Motivated by the design of PVFS2 APIs, SD API is designed
to be enclosed inside the ROMIO library. Applications can
access the DDiHA service through standard MPI-IO library
with only little changes to the application codes. The following code gives an example of how to use standard MPI-IO
API to leverage the DDiHA approach:
/* sample code */
MPI_Comm com;
char *filename="SD:PVFS2:/home/user/data";
MPI_Info info;
MPI_File fh;
MPI_File_open( com, filename, amode,
info, &fh)
MPI_File_write( fh, buf, count, datatype,
&status);
The prefix “SD:“ tells the MPI-IO library to call the low
level SD open function to open the designed file. The SD open
function will extract the rest part of filename parameter
(“PVFS2:/home/user/data”), and transfers it to the DDiHA
runtime at data nodes to open the file through conventional
file system API. If the file is opened successfully, fh parameter will be returned to the MPI-IO library, and tagged with
“SD” flag. Then, all of the following write operations of this
file will be redirected to call the SD Write API to transfer
the data to the data nodes until the file is closed by calling
conventional MPI Close function.

3.3
3.3.1

Compute-side Global Data Deduplication
Data Deduplication Algorithm

In our design, we use widely-used Identical Segment Deduplication algorithm to compress the data. The algorithm
firstly divides the data stream into fixed sized segments, and
each segment normally contains 8KB of data. After that,
each segment is assigned with a fingerprint calculated with
SHA1 algorithm. The fingerprint is then compared with all
of the fingerprints in a fingerprint table. If the table already has this fingerprint, the related data segment will be
deduplicated. Otherwise, the fingerprint will be inserted to
the table and the related data segment will be identified as
identical segment and written to the parallel file system.

3.3.2

Global Fingerprint Table

In the DDiHA, more than one data node is used to conduct
data deduplication operations. How to conserve the fingerprint table becomes an issue in this case. The easiest way is
to make each node to keep one separated table. The deduplication process will lookup and update the local fingerprint
table to check whether the local data segment should be
deduplicated. However, due to the lack of global deduplication knowledge, this method would reduce the compression ratio, which is an important parameter that could affect system performance. To achieve high compression ratio,
a global fingerprint table, which records fingerprints of all
stored data segments in the system, need to be conserved.
Therefore, in our design, we support the data deduplication
with a global address space library, the GASnet [9]. Such
a global address space helps maintain the distributed memory and provides a unique access to the fingerprint table.
The global address space runtime simplifies the design and
implementation of the Identical Segment Deduplication algorithm, as well as potential performance gain as illustrated
in [10]. Using this library and runtime, the fingerprint table
in our design can be implemented as a binary search tree
that distributes across different data nodes. When the table
is too large to be conserved in the memory, it will be written to the SSD devices using existing Least Recently Used
(LRU) cache algorithm.

4.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, theoretical modelling and analysis are presented to help us answer the following questions: 1) how
much performance gain can be achieved using the proposed
system; 2) how many data nodes need to be configured with
deduplications to achieve the performance gain; and 3) how
deduplication operations can be executed in the data nodes
to improve the application performance.

4.1
4.1.1

Model Building
Notations

The execution paradigm of big data scientific applications
is observed completely data-centric. These scientific applications periodically simulate (calculate) data and write them
to the file system, which can be modelled as a phase shown
in Figure 3. Therefore, to simplify the question, we use data
volume as the measurement of the workload (W ). Similarly,
C and C 0 are respectively defined to represent the capability of each compute node and data node for given operations
(measured with MB/s). If the processing capability is high,
it means the operation has small computation workload and
can process a large volume of data. Thus, it can be consid-

ered as data-intensive operation. Otherwise, the operation
is compute-intensive operation.
Compute Node
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Data Node:
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Figure 3: Execution Paradigm of Scientific Applications
The rest important notations used in our model include:
• b: average I/O bandwidth achieved by each node in
current architecture.
• bh : bandwidth of high speed network connecting compute nodes and compute-side data nodes.
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Figure 4: Execution Paradigm of Scientific Applications

DDiHA system can be expressed as:
T0 = (

• r: ratio of data nodes compared to compute nodes.
• n: number of nodes.

W
W
+
)·k
n · (1 − r) · C
n · (1 − r) · bh
W
W0
+
+
0
n·r·C
n·r·b
1
P0 = 0
T

(3)
(4)

The condition that makes the above two equations hold is
• k: the number of compute-I/O phases of an application.

4.1.2

Performance Model

The performance model is built based on the comparison
with the conventional HEC architecture. For conventional
architecture, the execution model of scientific applications is
shown in Figure 3. The execution time T and performance
P can be represented as:
W
W
+
)·k
T =(
n·C
n·b
1
P =
T

W
W
W
W0
≤
+
+
n · r · C0
n·r·b
n · (1 − r) · C
n · (1 − r) · bh

(5)

Which means the data processing operation is faster than
the application code or it can reduce the data size effectively.
For simplicity, T 0 can be expressed as:
T0 ≈ (

W
W
+
)·k
n · (1 − r) · C
n · (1 − r) · bh

(6)

(1)
(2)

For DDiHA system, the execution model is changed a bit,
as shown in Figure 4. The application will firstly transfer
the data to the data nodes instead of writing them to the file
system. Due to the fast network and no disk operations, the
data transferring between the data nodes and compute nodes
is much faster than the normal I/O operations in the conventional architecture. Then, the data deduplication service
will deduplicate the data at data nodes, and write the unique
data to the file system. Two possible situations would happen as illustrated in Figure 4. The first situation shows that
the operation running on data nodes takes more time than
application code running in computer nodes. The second
situation describes an inverse case. The second situation is
better, and is also what we expect. However, it also has high
requirements for the operations’ processing capacity. The
following discussion and analysis are based on the second
case. We will figure out its requirements for data processing operations and evaluate whether data deduplication can
meet these requirements.
Assuming that the operation conducted in data nodes can
help to reduce the data size to W 0 . Given the exactly same
resources with the conventional architecture, the execution
time and performance of the same scientific application in

because k is a large number, and when ρ < ρ0 , where,
0
W
W0
W
W
ρ = n·r·C
0 + n·r·b and ρ = n·(1−r)·C + n·(1−r)·b , ρ can
h
be neglected in equation (3).
W
Parameter ϕ = W 0 represents the data deduplication effectiveness of the operation conducted in data nodes. And
the above equations can be rephrased as:
ρ

=
=

ρ0

=
=

W0
ϕ · W0
+
n · r · C0
n·r·b
W0 ϕ
1
(
+ )
n · r C0
b
ϕ · W0
ϕ · W0
+
n · (1 − r) · C
n · (1 − r) · bh
ϕ · W0
1
1
( + )
n · (1 − r) C
bh

(7)

(8)

In addition, parameter λ = bbh is introduced to represent
the relationship between the bandwidth of the compute-data
network and the conventional compute-storage network, and
χ, defined in Eq 9, is used to express the relation between
the application code and data processing code. If χ ≤ 1, the
data processing can be overlapped with application code;
otherwise, the application code has to wait for data nodes
to complete ongoing data processing before writing the data

to data nodes. What we expect is χ ≤ 1.
ρ
χ =
ρ0
=

W0 ϕ
( + 1b )
n·r C 0
0
ϕ·W
( 1 + b1h )
n·(1−r) C

=

1−r ϕ
1 λ·C ·b
( 0 + )
r
C
b ϕ(λb + C)

(9)

In addition, ∆ defined in Eq 10, is introduced as to compare the performance of the DDiHA and the conventional
architecture. If ∆ < 1, the conventional architecture outperforms the proposed DDiHA system. Otherwise, the proposed system outperforms the conventional one.

=
=
=

T
P0
= 0
P
T
W
+
( n·C
W
( n·(1−r)·C

+

W
)·k
n·b
W
)
n·(1−r)·bh
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above analysis, the capacity of each compute node (C) is
set with 1.1MB/s, and the I/O network bandwidth (b) is set
as 4.7MB/s. This figure presents the relationship between
performance improvement and the network bandwidth as
well as the configuration ratio of data nodes. In the figure, the black line represents ∆ = 1. Here, we clearly find
that if we configure the ratio of data node less than 0.1, the
DDiHA system would outperform the conventional architecture when the network between compute nodes and data
nodes can achieve three times of the bandwidth of the conventional compute-storage network connection. This result
undoubtedly proves that the DDiHA approach is effective
for improving I/O performance, given appropriate operations and reasonable hardware configuration.
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In this section, a set of parameters obtained from GTC application, and its running system, Jaguar (now Titan) XT5
supercomputer are used to study the performance gain of the
DDiHA system and its requirements of operations executed
at data nodes. Jaguar XT5 is a Cray XT5 massively-parallel,
distributed memory system. It totally contains 18,688 compute nodes and each node is powered by 2 quad-core AMD
CPUs. The average I/O bandwidth of the whole system is
about 80GB/s, and each node can achieve 4.67MB/s bandwidth [6]. In a production run of the GTC application at
the scale of 16,384 cores on the platform of Jaguar XT5, the
application would output 260GB of particle data every 120
seconds [20], with each core producing about 16.25MB per
120 seconds or 1.08MB data per second.
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Figure 5 compares the performance of the DDiHA system against the conventional architecture. Based on the
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The deduplication operations that can be executed at data
nodes are in fact determined by Eq. 9 in respect of by two
factors: 1) the compression ration (ϕ) of the operation, and
2) its data processing capacity (C 0 ) at data nodes. Figure 6
presents the requirements for data deduplication operations
to be executed at data processing nodes based on Eq. 9. In
this figure, the ratio of data nodes is set as 0.05, which is
chosen based on the analysis of Figure 5. The network bandwidth improvement is set as 18 due to the following reasons:
1) the high speed compute-data network can provide considerable higher bandwidth than the compute-storage interconnection; 2) the disk I/O operation is completely overlapped for compute nodes when the data is transferred to
the data nodes. The black line in the figure represents χ = 1.
This figure shows that, if the data deduplication operation
has high processing bandwidth (C 0 ), there is no strict requirement for the compression ratio (ϕ); otherwise, it needs
higher compression ratio to mitigate the shortness of processing bandwidth. If the processing bandwidth is achieved
more than 40MB/s, the system only requires the compression ratio to be more than 5:1 to be effective. As proved
in the previous work [21], data deduplication can achieve
20:1 compression ratio and 100MB/s single-stream processing bandwidth. Therefore, Figure 6 well illustrates that the
data deduplication has a potential to improve write performance for write-intensive applications with the DDiHA
approach.

EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS

To verify the performance of the DDiHA approach, a prototyping evaluation was also conducted. In this section, we
present our evaluation results with the prototyping system.

5.1

Experiment Setup

The prototyping were performed on the DISCFARM (DataIntensive Scalable Computing Farm) cluster at Texas Tech
University by comparing with traditional HEC architecture.
The DISCFARM is composed of 16 nodes, with a total of 32
processors and 128 cores. Each node is powered by a dual
quad-core 2.6GHz processor and 4GB memory.
In our prototyping, 42 cores are used. And two schemes,
including the DDiHA and the conventional architecture, were
evaluated. For the DDiHA, two cores from two different
nodes were used to simulate the data nodes for running data
deduplication operation. The rest of the 40 cores from other
nodes were used to run the application code. For the conventional architecture, all of 42 cores were used to run the
application code.
The GTC application behaviour was simulated to evaluate the performance of the DDiHA system. As described in
the previous section, to simulate the GTC application behavior, each core in our evaluation wrote 130MB data per
two minutes, which exactly simulated its production run on
high-end computing facilities. The achieved I/O bandwidth
in our prototyping system was around 12MB/s, which was
slightly higher than the production run on high-end computing facility.

5.2

Analysis

In this subsection, we firstly analyze the the performance
of data deduplication, and then discuss the performance improvement of I/O. At last, we present the overall performance evaluation.

5.2.1

Data Deduplication
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using advanced algorithms. However, the achieved sustained
bandwidth was nearly 65MB/s. This result proves that data
deduplication has a potential of achieving high processing
bandwidth and is an effective operation that can be executed on data nodes according to our theoretical model.
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Figure 7: The bandwidth of data deduplication
According to the theoretical analysis, the processing bandwidth and the compression ratio of data deduplication have
a great impact on the system performance. In this section,
we present an overall analysis about the data deduplication.
Figure 7 reports the sustained bandwidth achieved with the
data deduplication. In our prototype, we implemented a
general idea of data deduplication without any improvement
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Figure 8: Compression ratio of data deduplication
As for the compression ratio, the characteristics of datasets
have a considerable impact, as shown in Figure 8. This figure plots the compression ratio of five datasets. Dataset 1
is a geographic data set. Datasets 2 and 3 are randomly
generated data. Datasets 4 and 5 are climate science data.
In fact, dataset 5 is derived from dataset 4 by deleting timestamp and only keeping raw climate data like precipitation
and so on. As shown in the figure, the compression ratio
of dataset 4 is zero, because each record is indexed with a
unique date, which adds unique data to each segment and
makes it impossible to be deduplicated. After deleting this
information in dataset 5, the compression ratio of the precipitation data was as high as 8:1. It is expected to be even
higher with larger volume of data. This result not only shows
the compressing capability of data deduplication, but also
illustrates the requirement of scientific-oriented data deduplications. The rest of the analysis for the overall system
performance were based on the best case with high compression ratio.

5.2.2

260	
  

dataset2	
  

I/O Performance Improvement

From the view of applications in the DDiHA system, the
write operation is only a data transfer through high speed
network. The disk related operation is overlapped, as shown
in the execution paradigm in Figure 4. However, for the
conventional architecture, especially using blocking I/O libraries, this process consists of both network transfer and
the disk operation, which is much slower than the DDiHA
approach, as shown in Figure 9. These results show that,
compared to the conventional architecture, the DDiHA approach improved the I/O performance more than 13 folds. It
also demonstrates that the larger the data size is, the better
the I/O improvement that could be achieved. This trend is
mainly attributed to the data deduplication operation, because it can achieve a better compression ratio with increasing data size. In addition, the increase of data size can cause
intenser I/O contention, which leads to an enlarged gap and
performance potential for the DDiHA approach compared
to the conventional system.

5.2.3

Overall Performance

quest. Requests from all processes of a parallel application
can be serviced together, allowing the middle-ware to take
advantage of correlations among those requests. Collective
I/O and data sieving can also filter overlapping and redundant requests from multiple processes. However, the data
size reduced is limited. For big data applications with processed data size usually over hundreds of terabytes, collective
I/O and data sieving would have limited performance gain.
The proposed DDiHA approach in this study can reduce
data amount and movement considerably and can further
enhance collective I/O and data sieving approaches.
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Figure 9: Performance improvement of I/O system
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Figure 10: Overall performance comparison between
the DDiHA and conventional architecture

Figure 10 compares the execution time of applications
with the DDiHA approach and the conventional system respectively, which reports an overall performance improvement analysis. As shown in the figure, the execution time
with the DDiHA approach was reduced more than three
times compared with the conventional system. As analyzed
in previous sections, this performance gain primarily comes
from the I/O improvement contributed by the overlapping
and data size reduction. This evaluation result, as well as
the result of the theoretical analysis, demonstrate the potential of the DDiHA approach well.

6.

RELATED WORK

In past decades, many researchers have proposed and developed various approaches and systems to improve I/O performance. In this section, we focus on a review of well-known
approaches and systems and compare them with this work.

6.1

Collective I/O and Data sieving

Collective I/O [4, 19] and Data sieving [16, 17] are two important I/O access optimizations for parallel applications.
They have been implemented in MPI-IO libraries, and are
widely used in current HEC systems. Collective I/O exploits
the correlation among I/O accesses from multiple processes
of a parallel application, and data sieving combines small
and non-contiguous requests into a large and contiguous re-

Active Storage/Disk

Active Disk [1, 5, 8] was first proposed and explored in
several studies to address the I/O bottleneck issue for dataintensive applications in the late 1990s. It moves appropriate computation to the disk, and utilizes the processing
power of the disk drive to reduce the transferred data size.
Both hardware architectures [5, 8] and programming models [15] were proposed to address the problem. Acharya et
al [1] proposed a stream-based programming model that allows application code to execute on the disks. However,
these studies are designed to explore the power of embedded
processors, and the approaches they explored have limited
computation-offloading capability.
Active Storage has gained increasing attention in the past
decade [7, 14]. It is proposed in the context of parallel file
system environments to serve the same purpose with Active
Disks. Felix et al [7] presented the first implementation of
Active Storage on Lustre file system. Piernas et al [14] provided another implementation with a similar method purely
in user space. Woo et al [18] proposed a more complete implementation of the Active Storage on the Parallel Virtual
File System (PVFS ).
These existing studies prove that both of these two approaches, especially active storage, are effective for improving I/O system performance. However, they were proposed
and designed for read operations, and write-intensive applications are hard to gain performance improvement from
these approaches. This study introduces a new DDiHA approach that specifically addresses data movement issue for
write-intensive applications and complements active storage/disk approaches well.

7.

CONCLUSION

Big data computing brings new opportunities for scientific
discoveries, but also poses big challenges for current highend computing (HEC) systems. The large volumes of data
makes I/O the bottleneck of current HEC systems. In prior
research, numerous approaches have been proposed to mitigate this issue. However, most of them mainly focus on I/O
operations of compute-intensive application or only read operations. They lack the necessary methods to improve the
write performance for write-intensive big data applications.
In this paper, we introduce a DDiHA approach to improve
the write performance for write-intensive applications. It
utilizes data deduplication to reduce the data size before
they are written to the file system. Both theoretical analysis
and prototyping were carried out to evaluate the potential
of the DDiHA system. The results show that the proposed
DDiHA outperforms the conventional HEC architecture. It
can improve the I/O performance and reduce the execution
time of write-intensive applications.

While this study conducts an initial research of utilizing
data deduplication to improve write performance, the results
are encouraging. It shows that the DDiHA approach has a
promising potential for accelerating write-intensive big data
applications. In the near feature, we plan to continue looking into data deduplication algorithms for scientific datasets.
We will study how to use features of scientific datasets to
conserve high compression ratio for different datasets.
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